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". Also, interested in the XT internal store and ECCB?Bruno Saint-Pol Bruno Saint-Pol (born February 9, 1982 in Chambéry, Haute-Savoie) is a French professional football player. Career Saint-Pol spent his professional career with FC Sochaux-Montbéliard and RC Lens. References External links Category:Living people Category:1982 births Category:French footballers Category:Association football defenders
Category:AS Saint-Étienne players Category:FC Sochaux-Montbéliard players Category:RC Lens players Category:Ligue 1 players Category:Ligue 2 players Category:Championnat National playersQ: Sparse arrays in c I am trying to use a very simple sparse array in C. I want to use a few different sparse arrays and have a matrix that represents these sparse arrays. For example, the matrix below would represent a sparse

array where the zeros were changed to ones in the positions marked with an asterisk. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 However, I am running into trouble trying to represent matrices of any size. Below is what I have tried. I am using double square brackets to represent a matrix. typedef struct{ size_t row; size_t col; unsigned int* data; }sparse_array; void make_matrix(sparse_array *s, int a, int b) { int i,j,k; size_t a_size,b_size;
a_size=a*a; b_size=b*b; s->row=(a*b); edd6d56e20
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